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2.3 Operating the Laser Diode Driver 

On the front panel, the "Laser Diode Control" block has five buttons 
(see Figure 2.6). 

Figure 2.6: The Laser Diode Control block. 

The laser control mode can be set to CC (constant current) or CP 
(constant power). In CP mode a photodiode is required to sense the 
optical intensity. By pressing the [Current/Power] button, you can 
toggle between modes. For this example we will assume CC mode. 

2.3.1 Laser driver configuration 

Press the [Config] button to select the laser diode (LD) configuration 
menu tree. Here the LD driver will be configured appropriately 
for your laser diode. Configurations include output current range, 
working bandwidth, photodiode bias voltage and responsivity, and 
more. 

• Press [!] repeatedly to reach the top of the menu tree. Press 
[0] to select low range (0- 250 rnA), or press [1] to select high 
range (0- 500 rnA). Press [Enter] to accept. The wheel can also 
be used to make these selections. The range is indicated by 
the 250 mA or 500 mA indicator illuminated at the upper right 
block of the LDC500, just above the wheel. 

• Press [']. Press [1] to enable the analog modulation input, 
or press [0] to disable modulation. For optimum noise per
formance, leave modulation disabled except when needed for 
actual analog modulation control. 

• Press [f] to the "CC BW" item. Press [O] for low bandwidth (DC 
-10kHz), or [1] for high bandwidth (DC- 1.2MHz). Band-
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2.3 Operating the Laser Diode Driver 2-13 

2.3.2 Laser settings 

width controls the intrinsic bandwidth of the current source, 
and limits the response to analog modulation. The effective 
output impedance of the current source is higher (stiffer) in 
high-bandwidth mode, but this comes at the cost of slightly 
higher current noise. For lowest output noise, select [0]. 

The next configuration menu items are specific to the photodiode 
circuit, and are optional for CC mode since photodiode feedback is 
not involved in this mode. To properly configure a photodiode for 
monitoring purposes in CC mode, see section 2.3.4 

Press the [Set] button to select the LD Settings menu tree . 

• Press [i] repeatedly to reach the top of the menu tree. 

• Press['] to the "LD Ilim:" item. Enter the desired current limit 
(in milli-amperes) for your laser diode, and press [Enter] to 
accept. The laser current will be limited to this value at all 
times, including when adding analog modulation . 

• Press ['] twice, to the "LD Vlim:" item. Enter the maximum 
voltage for your laser diode. The LD driver will uncondition
ally shut down if the operating voltage on the laser diode ever 
exceeds this value. 

• Press [i] repeatedly to return to "LD I:". Now you may enter 
the desired operating current, followed by [Enter] . 

2.3.3 Operating the laser in CC mode 

Before turning the laser driver on, determine whether active TEC 
cooling is required for your laser. If so, turn on the TEC controller 
and wait for the temperature to stabilize (see section 2.2). To turn on 
the laser driver, press the [LASER On/Off] button. This will begin a 
3 second delay period, during which the LASER ON indicator will 
blink. To abort turning the laser on during this delay, press [LASER 
On/Off] again. Once the delay is completed, the shorting relay will 
be heard to open, and the laser current source will quickly ramp up 
to the programmed current setting. 

To change the current setting, press [Set] to navigate to the LD Set
tings tree, and navigate (with [!]) to the "LD I:" item. Enter a new 
current setting (either with the numeric keypad or the wheel) and 
press [Enter] to accept. 

Output current can be dynamically adjusted with the wheel by press
ing the [Live Entry] button, entering "live" mode. Pressing any key 
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will exit "live" mode. 

The output current limit can be changed at any time. If the limit is 
changed to be smaller than the present value of the laser current, the 
setting will be "dragged" along with the limit value downwards. 

Changing the voltage limit is allowed at any time. If the voltage limit 
is changed to be smaller than the present value of the laser operating 
voltage, the laser driver will immediately trip off. 

2.3.4 Operating the laser in CP mode 

---- --· 

To operate in CP (constant power) mode, a photodiode must be con
figured for the LDC500 to measure the laser optical power. This 
configuration includes the photodiode reverse bias voltage, respon
sivity value, and display units. 

• Beginning with the LD driver off, select CP mode by pressing 
[Current/Power] . The mode indicator switches between CC 
and CP. 

• Press [Config], and navigate with [!] and [Y] to the menu item 
"LD Cfg: PD units." To control the laser in (optical) milliwatt 
units, set "use mW:" to "Y"; to control the laser in raw mi
croamperes of photodiode current, set "use mW:" to "N." For 
this example, select "N." 

• Press [Y] to select "PD Bias:", and set the photodiode reverse 
bias between 0.0 V and 5.0 V. 

• If you know the photodiode responsivity (in f1A/m W), you can 
enter the value directly by pressing [Y] twice to navigate to the 
"LD Cfg: PD resp" item. 

• If you do not know the responsivity, leave the responsivity 
value unchagned and be sure to set the "PD units" item to 
"use mW: N." See section 2.3.7 for how to use the LDC500 to 
calibrate a photodiode responsivity. 

• Press [Set] to select the LD Settings menu tree, and navigate 
with [!] and [Y] to the "LD Ilim:" item. This sets the laser 
diode limit current, and should be adjusted to ensure the safe 
operating current of the laser diode is never exceeded. 

• Press [Y] repeatedly to select "LD Vlim:", and set this to the safe 
maximum operating voltage for your laser diode. 

• Press [!] to select "PD Ilim:". This item is the photodiode limit 
current, and corresponds to the maximum setpoint value that 
can be entered in CP mode. Note that the LD driver can be 
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2.3.5 Modulation 

2.3.6 Monitoring the LD 

configured to trip-off if this limit is exceeded, but there is no 
active "clamping" circuit to limit the photodiode current. 

• Press [A] repeatedly to select "PD I:". This is the operating point 
setting in CP mode (using f-IA units for photodiode current). 
Enter the desired initial operating point, and press [Enter] to 
accept. 

The laser can now be turned on by pressing [LASER On/Off] . 

If the laser was on and in CC mode, the LD driver can be switched to 
CP mode directly without turning off the laser first. To do this, press 
the [Current/Power] button; a confirmation message will appear, 
requesting you to press the button "again to confirm." If you press 
[Current/Power] within 2 seconds, the LD driver mode will change 
between CC and CP "on-the-fly", presetting the CP setpoint based 
on the most recent measurement of the photodiode current. This 
feature of switching "on-the-fly" can be disabled by setting the "LD 
Cfg" menu tree item, "CC/CP lock when on:" to "Y." 

Analog modulation of the laser diode current is allowed in CC and 
CP modes when the "Modulate enable:" item in the LD Cfg menu 
tree (reached by the [Config] button) is set to "Y." The front-panel 
BNC input accepts ±10 V inputs, which imposes a modulation on the 
laser current in addition to the DC setpoint. See the specifications 
table on page ix for DC transfer functions (in mA/V) for the different 
models. 

To achieve the highest bandwidth for modulation, the cable connect
ing the LDC500 to the laser should be as short as possible. Best 
results are obtained if the laser is electrically floating; the bandwidth 
can be affected if the laser cathode is grounded. The bandwidth for 
CC mode is set by "LD Config: CC BW", and can be either "O)low" 
(DC- 10kHz), or "1)high" (DC- 1.2 MHz). The bandwidth for CP 
mode is set by "LD Config: CP BW", and can be either "O)low" 
(DC- 100Hz), or "1)high" (DC- 5kHz). Note that the actual band
width is strongly affected by physical characteristics of the laser, the 
photodiode (in CP mode), and the interconnect cabling. 

The LD driver's status may be monitored in the alphanumeric dis
play. Press the LD [Monitor] button, and then use [&] and [Y] to step 
between monitoring Ild (the laser diode current), Ipd (the photodi
ode current), Ppd (the photodiode power,= Ipd I responsivity), Vld 
(the laser diode operating voltage), and the external interlock status. 
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Items displayed on the Monitor tree are read-only. 

2.3.7 Optical power calibration 

To successfully operate the LDC500 in optical power units (mW), 
a valid responsivity value is needed. If you already know the re
sponsivity of your photodiode (by previous measurement or from 
the datasheet), you can directly enter the value by pressing the LD 
[Config] button, and navigating to the "LD Cfg: PD resp" item. 

Alternatively, you can use the LDC500 to measure and set the pho
todiode responsivity. To do this, you will need to be able to operate 
your laser diode, and have access to a laser power meter to measure 
the actual optical power being generated by the laser. 

For best results when calibrating responsivity, the LD driver should 
be operated in CP mode, with "PD units: use m W:" set to "N" (raw 
11A photodiode units). Alternatively, the LD driver can be operated 
in CC mode, but the photodiode readings may drift slightly during 
calibration. 

• Make sure the LD driver is ON, preferably in CP mode (with 
"PD units: use m W:" set to "N"), or else in CC mode. 

• Adjust the LD output so that a good, stable optical power read
ing can be obtained with the laser power meter. 

• Press [Config], and navigate to the "LD Cfg: PD calib at:" item. 

• Note the (stable) optical power reading, in mW, and enter the 
value using the keypad or wheel. 

• Pressing [Enter] will cause the LDC500 to take the most recent 
(internal) reading of photodiode current, and divide it by the 
power calibration just entered, to calculate a nf'w value for the 
PD responsivity. 

• If the calibration is successful, the LDC500 will play a short 
4-note tune. The new value of responsivity can be checked by 
pressing['] to select "LD Cfg: PD resp". 

Note that active responsivity calibration (using the "LD Cfg: PD calib 
at:" item) is prohibited when the LD driver is off, or when operating 
in CP mode with m W units. 

2.3.8 Configuring LD trip-offs 

Under certain limit conditions, it is important to shut down the LD 
driver output. To customize which events will lead to shutdown, 
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2.4 Factory Default Settings 2-17 

press the LD [Config] button, and then press ['] until you reach the 
first "LD Cfg: Trip-off" item. 

Specific events can be armed to shut down the LD controller by 
setting the "Trip-off" selection to "Y"; the events will be ignored for 
shut-down by selecting "N." 

• To shut down if the LD current reaches its limit value, set 
"Trip-off at LD Ilim:" to "Y." Note that for normal operation, 
this event is typically left at set to "N," as the current source 
will clamp the output before exceeding Ilim value . 

• To shut down if the photodiode reading (in either f1A or mW) 
exceeds its limit value in CP mode, set "Trip-off at CP Plim:" 
to "Y." 

• To shut down if the photodiode reading (in either f1A or m W) 
exceeds its limit value in CC mode, set "Trip-off at CC Plim:" 
to "Y." 

• To shut down at any time that the TEC controller is not on 
(either not turned on, or tripped off, or turned off), set "Trip-off 
at TE Off:" to "Y." 

• To shut down if the temperature goes above T max, set "Trip-off 
at Tmax:" to "Y." Note that this condition can operate indepen
dent of the TEC controller, and even operate if there is no TEC 
module. However, if enabled, a sensor fault will also cause the 
LD driver to trip off. 

• To shut down if the temperature goes below T min, set "Trip-off 
at Tmin:" to "Y." Again, thi,:; condition can operate independent 
of the TEC module . 

2.4 Factory Default Settings 

Instrument settings (but not network configuration or remote inter
face setup) can be restored to their default settings using the Recall 
configuration menu, and recalling configuration "9" (Default). See 
section 3.4.1.2 for details. 

The LDCSOO can be returned to its factory default state by holding 
the [Clear/Cancel] button while turning the Power key from the "0" 
(off) position to the "1" (on) position. Keep the [Clear/Cancel] but
ton depressed until the reset message appears on the alphanumeric 
display. 

Note that resetting the instrument to factory defaults will erase all 
saved user configurations, as well as any saved network parameters. 
The factory defaults are shown below. 

LDC500 Series Laser Diode Controllers 
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Item Value Notes 
Laser Diode Settings LDI OmA Laser current setpoint 

LD Ilim 20mA Laser current limit 
PD Ilim 5000 JlA Photodiode current limit 

PDI OJlA Photodiode current setpoint 
LDVlim sv Laser voltage limit 

Laser Diode Config I Range high Laser current range 
BW high Modulation bandwidth 

Modulate no Modulation input not enabled 
PD unit use mW no CP mode uses JlA, not m W 

PDbias 2.5V Photodiode reverse bias 
PD resp. lJlA/mW Photodiode responsivity 

CC/CP lock no CC/CP transitions allowed 
Trip-off@ LD Ilim no Do not trip off when laser current limit 

is reached 
Trip-off@ CP Plim no Do not trip off when laser power limit 

is reached in CP mode 
Trip-off@ CC Plim no Do not trip off when laser power limit 

is reached in CC mode 
Trip-off@ TE off no Do not trip off when when the TEC 

controller is off 
Trip-off@ Tmax no Do not trip off when when max. tern-

perature is reached 
Trip-off@ Tmin no Do not trip off when when min. tern-

perature is reached 
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Item Value Notes 
TEC Controller Settings T 25°C TEC temperature setpoint 

TEl OA TEC current setpoint 
TE Ilim 2.25A TEC module current limit 

Tmax 50°C Upper temperature limit for stage 
Tmin 0°C Lower temperature limit for stage 

TE Vlim 8V Maximum TEC operating voltage 

TEC Controller Config Sensor type NTC auto NTC thermistor w/ automatic excita-
tion current 

Sensor model ~-model Model for calculating temperature 
from resistance 

~ 3800°C Exponent factor for sensor model 
RO 10k0 Resistance scale for sensor model 
TO 25°C Reference temperature for sensor 

model 
PIDP -O.SA;oC Proportional gain (temperature con-

trol) 
PIDI 0.36/second Integral gain 

PIDD 0.65second Derivative gain 
Auto tune step 0.225A Step size for autotuning 

CC/CT lock no CC/CT transitions allowed 
Trip-off@ TE Ilim no Do not trip off when TEC current limit 

is reached 
Trip-off@ TE Vlim YES Trip off when TEC voltage limit is 

reached 
Trip-off@ Tmax YES Trip off when upper temperature limit 

is reached 
Trip-off@ Tmin YES Trip off when lower temperature limit ,... 

I 
is reached 

Trip-off@ fault YES Trip off when temperature sensor is -! open, or wrong type, or illegal model 
parameters 

I ~ Utility IP address 169.254.46.27 Should be reset for your local network -I environment 
IP netmask 255.255.0.0 -I - Gateway 0.0.0.0 may need to be set for your network 

GPIB address 2 
I __ Ethernet speed 100 Base-T may need to be changed for older net--I works 

RS-232 baudrate 9600 -I Brightness 50% Alphanumeric display brightness -I -I -. --- LDC500 Series Laser Diode Controllers 


